GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FIFTEENTH PLENARY SESSION
Wednesday, 7- Thursday, 8 June 2000
TIRANA

AGENDA

1. Opening Ceremony
   Statements by Personalities

2. Matters of Procedure
   a) Adoption of the Agenda   (Doc.GA15/AG(d)/00)
   b) Adoption of the Order of Business  (Doc.GA15/OB(d)/00)
   c) Examination of New Credentials   (Doc.GA15/CRED(d)/00)
   d) Approval of the Minutes of the Fourteenth Plenary Session
      of the General Assembly held in Kyiv on 8-9 December 1999
      (Doc.GA14/MIN(d)/00)
   e) Progress Report of the Bureau and the Standing Committee
      (Doc.GA15/PROG(d)/00)

3. General debate: The PABSEC Agenda for the New Millennium: new challenges, new approaches
   ♦ Statements by Speakers/Heads of national delegations.

4. Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
   a) The Second Meeting of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the
      BSEC Member-States, 27 April 2000, Chisinau
      (Doc.GA15/REP/BSEC/MFA/00)
   b) The Fourth Meeting of the Ministers of Interior of the BSEC Member-
      States, 27-28 April 2000, Poiana Brașov - Romania
      (Doc.GA15/REP/BSEC/INT/00)
5. Economic, Commercial, Technological and Environmental Affairs
   a) Report on “Promotion of Small and Medium Enterprises in the Black Sea Region” (Doc.GA15/EC14/REP(d)/00)
   b) Recommendation 42/2000 on “Promotion of Small and Medium Enterprises in the Black Sea Region” (Doc.GA15/EC14/REC42 (d)/00)

6. Legal and Political Affairs
   a) Report on “Legislative Framework for Cooperation among Law-Enforcing, Customs and Immigration Authorities” (Doc.GA15/LC15/REP (d)/00)
   b) Recommendation 43/2000 on “Legislative Framework for Cooperation among Law-Enforcing, Customs and Immigration Authorities” (Doc.GA15/LC15/REC43(d)/00)

7. Cultural, Educational and Social Affairs
   a) Report on “Cooperation in the field of public health among the BSEC Member-Countries” (Doc.GA15/CC14/REP(d)/00)
   b) Recommendation 44/2000 on “Cooperation in the field of public health among the BSEC Member-Countries” (Doc.GA15/CC14/REC44(d)/00)

8. Financial Matters
   a) Auditing Report for the Financial Year 1999 (Doc.GA15/AUDR/00)

9. The 2000 Autumn Session of the General Assembly
   Date, venue and agenda

10. Rotation of the Presidency (Doc.GA15/ROT/00)
   ♦ Speech by Mr. Armen Khachatryan, the Fourteenth PABSEC President, Chairman of the National Assembly of the Republic of Armenia

11. Closing of the General Assembly
   ♦ Speech by Mr. Skender Gjinushi, the Thirteenth President of the PABSEC, Speaker of the Parliament of the Republic of Albania

   Press-Conference